A finite complex K is constructed with the following property. K\/Sr embeds in Rn up to homotopy type but K does not.
Question.
If K is a finite complex dominated by a subset of Rn, is there a subcomplex of Rn of the homotopy type of K?
In this note this is answered negatively. A finite complex Kn of dimension 8re -3 is constructed (for each «¡a3) which cannot be embedded up to homotopy type in SSn; however, there is a subcomplex of SSn homotopically equivalent to Kn\/S4n.
Consider the complex Stiefel manifold W2n,2 of two frames in C2". W2n,2 has a cell decomposition (54b~3 V54b_1) W"" e%n~4 where an = iin-s oßn-\-[iin-z, ñn-i] (¿m denotes the inclusion of Sm). Its suspension SW2n,2 is homotopically equivalent to Kn\/S4n where Kn is S4n'2^JSßn e8"-3 and S2ßn= -[t4n-i, tin-i]E^sn-zS4"-1.
All this is contained in [3] . Proof. W2n,2 is the sphere bundle of an R4n~2 bundle £ over S4"-1 and £®e2 is trivial. So W2n,2 is included in the total space of e4n which embeds in S8"-1.
Corollary. Kn\/S4n embeds in SSn.
Proof. W2n,2 embeds in Sin~l and so its suspension (which is homotopically equivalent to Kn\JS4n, by the above) embeds in SSn.
